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Steve Laun returns home to attend the funeral of a father he hasn't seen in years, only to learn that his father's
"accidental" death is cloaked in mystery. With the help of neighbors and a burning desire to correct wrongs
on a number of fronts, Laun sets out to get to the bottom of his father's death, and, in the process, uncovers
and thwarts the efforts of a local arms dealer with worldwide terrorist connections. While following Laun's
quest for justice, we learn that there is more to Steve Laun than meets the eye.

Delayed Honor is Ed Wade's first novel. Wade, a 1977 Journalism graduate of Temple University, has made
his living as a Major League Baseball executive, including 12 years as a General Manager; 1998-2005 with
the Philadelphia Phillies and 2008-11 with the Houston Astros. Wade incorporates his interests in skydiving
and the military in this non-sports endeavor.
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From reader reviews:

James Hutchinson:

Have you spare time to get a day? What do you do when you have a lot more or little spare time? Yeah, you
can choose the suitable activity for spend your time. Any person spent their spare time to take a go walking,
shopping, or went to often the Mall. How about open as well as read a book entitled Delayed Honor? Maybe
it is to become best activity for you. You realize beside you can spend your time along with your favorite's
book, you can wiser than before. Do you agree with it is opinion or you have other opinion?

Tyrone Hogans:

Playing with family inside a park, coming to see the ocean world or hanging out with buddies is thing that
usually you will have done when you have spare time, in that case why you don't try thing that really
opposite from that. Just one activity that make you not experiencing tired but still relaxing, trilling like on
roller coaster you already been ride on and with addition details. Even you love Delayed Honor, it is possible
to enjoy both. It is very good combination right, you still desire to miss it? What kind of hang-out type is it?
Oh occur its mind hangout fellas. What? Still don't buy it, oh come on its called reading friends.

Lucia Stevenson:

Reading a book to become new life style in this season; every people loves to study a book. When you read a
book you can get a wide range of benefit. When you read textbooks, you can improve your knowledge,
because book has a lot of information into it. The information that you will get depend on what sorts of book
that you have read. If you need to get information about your examine, you can read education books, but if
you act like you want to entertain yourself you can read a fiction books, this kind of us novel, comics, and
soon. The Delayed Honor offer you a new experience in looking at a book.

Rigoberto Stansell:

This Delayed Honor is fresh way for you who has interest to look for some information as it relief your
hunger associated with. Getting deeper you onto it getting knowledge more you know otherwise you who
still having little bit of digest in reading this Delayed Honor can be the light food to suit your needs because
the information inside this book is easy to get by simply anyone. These books create itself in the form which
is reachable by anyone, that's why I mean in the e-book contact form. People who think that in reserve form
make them feel sleepy even dizzy this guide is the answer. So you cannot find any in reading a book
especially this one. You can find actually looking for. It should be here for you actually. So , don't miss the
item! Just read this e-book sort for your better life and also knowledge.
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